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Abstract
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a promising
transmission scheme for high performance broadband wireless communications. However, this technique suffers
from a major drawback which is the high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) of the output signals. In order to
overcome this issue, several methods requiring the transmission of explicit side information (SI) bits have been
proposed in the literature. In fact, the transmitted bits must be channel-encoded as they are particularly critical to the
performance of the considered OFDM system. Consequently, this channel-encoding highly increases the system
complexity and decreases the transmission data rate. To overcome these problems, we propose in this paper two
robust blind techniques that embed the SI implicitly into the OFDM frame. The first technique, referred to as Blind
Space Time Bloc Codes (BSTBC), is inspired from the conventional selected mapping (SLM) approach. This technique
banks on an adequate embedded signaling that mainly consists in a specific Space Time Bloc Codes (STBC) patterns
and a precoding sequence codebook. In addition, in order to improve the signal detection process and the PAPR gain,
we propose a new efficient combined Blind SLM-STBC (BSLM-STBC) method. Both methods propose an optimized
scheme during the signal estimation process that is based on the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm. A
simulation study shows that our investigated approaches result in a spectacular PAPR reduction and furthermore lead
to a perfect signal recovery at the receiver side.
Keywords: OFDM; PAPR; Selected mapping (SLM); Alamouti algorithm; Space Time Bloc Codes (STBC); Maximum a
posterior (MAP); MIMO; Side information (SI); Max-log approximation; Rotated and unrotated quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM); Channel coding; Embedded signaling
1 Introduction
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
modulation technique is a multicarrier transmission
scheme that recently has been widely adopted in var-
ious wireless communication standards (WLAN, DVB-
T. . . ), thanks to its high spectral efficiency and robustness
offered, especially for the frequency selective channels
[1, 2]. This technique has also been combined with the
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems [3] and
has recently been adopted for many important wire-
less standards such as the Third Generation Partner-
ship Project (3 GPP) of long-term evolution advanced
(LTE-A) [4]. However, the transmitted signals in OFDM
systems may potentially have high peak values in the time
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domain since many independent subcarrier components
are added via an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)
operation. This aspect may considerably increase the peak
power at the output of the high-power amplifier (HPA) at
the transmitter [5, 6].
Since high peak values can occur in any transmitted
branch of the MIMO-OFDM system, this issue becomes
more serious mainly when using several transmitter
antennas. It is for this reason that several research works
were interested in the PAPR reduction by applying
existing single input single output (SISO) algorithms
separately on each transmit antenna such as ordi-
nary selected mapping (SLM) [7] and partial transmit
sequence (PTS) techniques [8]. Such techniques need a
number of side information (SI) equal to the number of
used sequence phase for each antenna. Therefore, the
SI increases highly with the number of antenna which
weakness this approach. To overcome this problem,
© 2015 Sghaier et al. Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
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interesting solutions are proposed in the literature such
as cross-antenna rotation and inversion [9], direct SLM
[10], direct PTS (dPTS) [11], unitary rotation [12], opti-
mal PAPR reduction [13], and polyphase interleaving
and inversion [14]. These techniques consist of selecting
the transmitted sequence with the lowest average PAPR
over all transmit antennas. However, all these methods
decrease the SI but imply an explicit SI transmission to
recover the useful data at the receiver side. As such, these
approaches cause a resource wasting (in terms of channel
bandwidth) that can considerably decrease the data rate.
Moreover, a wrong estimation of the SI at the received
side could damage the total signal recovery which leads to
significant performance deterioration in terms of bit error
rate (BER). Thus, several recent research works, known as
blind techniques [15–17], have been proposed to avoid the
sending of the explicit SI. Some of these studies required
the use of a special phase rotations of candidate signals
(0 or π ) [15], which degrade the PAPR performance.
The other proposed approaches are only relevant for two
antennas [16] or are too complex to be implemented [17].
This paper focus on avoiding the transmission of the
explicit SI in MIMO-OFDM systems. To achieve this
goal, we propose two efficient blind methods. In the first
part, we propose a new blind technique, one inspired
from classical SLM techniques, referred to as Blind Space
Time Bloc Codes (BSTBC). This method requires, at the
transmitter side, a special precoder codebook containing
different configurations of two Space Time Bloc Codes
(STBC) patterns. Among them, the one leading to the
minimum PAPR will be kept in the PAPR reduction pro-
cess. Consequently, this leads to an embedded signaling
that guarantees a reliable and perfect signal recovery at
the receiver side through a hard or a soft decision process.
The second method consists of combining the BSTBC
method with BSLM scheme already investigated in [18].
This combined method, referred to as Blind SLM-STBC
(BSLM-STBC), exploits two forms of signaling which
are the set of rotated and unrotated constellations and
a precoders codebook containing different configura-
tions of STBC patterns. In this paper, we show that
BSLM-STBC approach does not only lead to significant
reduce of the PAPR level but also enhances the recovery
process at the receiver side. Furthermore, both methods
consider a MAX-Log-MAP estimation technique which
takes an optimal advantage from these embedded sig-
naling. Compared to the existing works, our proposed
methods have the advantage to consider an embedded
signaling process that exploits both the transmitter and
the receiver sides to jointly reduce the PAPR and guar-
antee a perfect signal reconstitution without use of an
explicit SI.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, we define the system model in Section 3. Then,
we review the conventional SLM technique used in
SISO-OFDM system. In Section 4, we describe our pro-
posed blind techniques mainly BSTBC and BSLM-STBC
and detail their improved version in Section 5. Subse-
quently, we present in Section 6 the simulation results
to illustrate the performance of our proposed methods.
Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions of this study
and makes some suggestions for future work.
2 Notations
Throughout this paper, the boldface lower case and upper
cases letters denote vectors and matrices respectively. IN
refers to the identity matrix of dimension N. The super-
scripts .T and .∗ denote the transpose and the element wise
conjugation, respectively. Finally, E refers to the expecta-
tion operator, |.| denotes the absolute value, and Pr refers
to the probability.
3 MIMO-OFDM system, PAPRmetric, and SLM
approach
Recently, OFDM combined with MIMO technology has
received a great deal of attention since it represents an
interesting candidate for mobile communication systems
thanks to its robustness tomultipath fading channels, abil-
ity to achieve high data rate and very high bandwidth
efficiencies [20, 21]. Moreover, in order to attain optimum
performance in MIMO-OFDM systems, several kinds of
diversity (time, frequency, channel coding) are often used.
Furthermore, authors in [19] have shown that the per-
formance of OFDM systems using Space-Time Coding
(STC) yielded significant gains (∼5 dB) in terms of BER
in a multi path channel with a 30-Hz Doppler spectrum
and the absence of any time-interleaving. These codes
can be classified into STBC and space-time trellis codes
(STTCs) [22].
The STBC utilizes the orthogonality property of the
used code to achieve full diversity, yet it cannot achieve
full-rate transmission when the number of transmit
antennas is greater than two [21]. On the other hand, the
STBC can guarantee full diversity by the use of enough
trellis coding, but the decoding complexity increases
exponentially with the number of transmit antennas
[34, 35]. For these reasons, we consider the STBC code in
this work. The first and well-known STBC is the Alamouti
code, which is an orthogonal STC and has the advantage
to be full rate contrarily to those proposed by Tarokh et al.
[23, 24].
In the sequel, in order to simplify the description of
our proposed methods, we focus on the Alamouti codes.
Then, the code of rate 34 will be used for the related sim-
ulations. It is important to mention that the study of the
blind PAPR reduction scheme described in this paper can
be generalized to include both of the two previously cited
categories of codes.
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3.1 Systemmodel
For simplicity of presentation, we consider a multiple
input single output (MISO) system with two transmit and
one receive antennas using an Alamouti code [25] denoted
as STBC2.
As shown in Fig.1, the input data block X =
[X0, . . . ,XN−1]T is first encoded by one possible space-




a(i)0 , . . . , a(i)N
2 −1
]T
, i = 1, 2.
We note that the Alamouti code word generated by


















)H = (∣∣X2n∣∣2 + ∣∣X2n+1∣∣2) I2, (2)
where I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. After performing
an N-length IFFT, we obtain the two following sequences
x(i) =
[












N , i = 1, 2 andm = 0, . . . ,N−1.
(3)
At the transmitter side, IFFT processing is usually fol-
lowed by a cyclic prefix (CP) insertion in order to mitigate
the intersymbol interference (ISI). Finally, x(1) and x(2)
are transmitted from the first and the second antennas,
respectively.
Regarding the receiver side, we assume that the channel
over the two consecutive data symbols is constant during
two time slots Ts, hence H(i)2n = H(i)2n+1, i = 1, 2.
In addition, the received signal at time t and t + Ts, is




















n = 0, . . . , N2 − 1,
(4)
where Wn are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with zero mean and variance σ 2. In Eq. (4), H(i)n denotes
the multipath channel frequency response of the nth sub-
channel between the ith transmitter and the receiver’s




X(i)n H(i)n +Wn, n = 0, . . . ,N − 1. (5)
We also suppose that the channel responses are per-
fectly estimated at the receiver. Thus, the estimated trans-

















The conventional expression of the PAPR for the MIMO-











whereNt denotes the number of the transmitter antennas.
3.3 SLM technique
To guarantee that the input signal will be in the linear
region of the HPA, many techniques were proposed [5].
Among these solutions, the first and the simplest one
Fig. 1 Proposed system model
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is the clipping of the signal to be amplified [26]. Other
methods including coding techniques [27] or based on the
relationship between some coding properties and OFDM
modulator [28] have been proposed to reduce PAPR.
Challenging solutions were proposed such as tone reser-
vation (TR) [29], selected mapping [30], partial transmit
sequence [31], etc. Among the cited techniques, we con-
sidered in this study the SLM technique due to its ability
to reduce the PAPR without causing signal degradation in
OFDM system and also thanks to its reduced complex-
ity. Basically, the SLM generates, first, a special D × N
phase matrix denoted as Z =
[













, φ(d)i ∈[0, 2π [, and
i = 0, . . . ,N − 1. Then, the input data r is multiplied
by the D independent phase sequences which produce a
modified data block denoted by r(d) = r.e−jφ(d) , d =
0, . . . ,D− 1.
Finally, the IFFT of themultiplied sequences are taken to
produce the D sequences x(d) among which the one with








The main steps of the conventional algorithm are sum-
marized according the following Algorithm 1
Algorithm 1 Classical SLM PAPR reduction algorithm













2: for d = 0 to D− 1 do
3: Compute r(d) = r.e−jφ(d) .
4: Calculate x(d) = IFFTN (r(d)).







7: d˜ = argmin
d=0,...,D−1
PAPRd.
8: Keep on φ(d˜).
To perform the appropriate inverse operation, the
receiver should know which phase sequence is used at the
transmitter side. Thus, a portion of the bandwidth must
be allocated for the transmission of the SI index. Obvi-
ously, log2(D) bits are required to explicitly represent this
SI. Hence, a wrong estimation of it at the received side
leads to a damage on the total signal recovery. One alter-
native may be to protect the SI with some forms of coding
techniques, but this will result in further bandwidth loss
and resources waste.
For these reasons, we have proposed in our previous
work [18] a new Blind SLM (BSLM) for SISO-OFDM
systems. The proposed method defines at the transmit-
ter side a specific set E of the possible candidate phase
sequences in order to embed the SI. This set E induces
two subsystems: E = E1 ∪ E2 where E2 is the set of rotated
constellation with a specific φ angle whereas E1 leaves





d=0 , used in conventional SLM, are ran-
domly generated from the set E . This construction allows
introducing a new code vector defined as follows:
V (d)n =
{
0 if φ(d)n ∈ E1,
1 if φ(d)n ∈ E2, d = 0 . . . ,D− 1, n = 0, . . . ,N − 1.
(9)
This code stands for an embedded signaling which
is used to detect the selected sequence phase d˜
at the received side. This is accomplished by comparing
the Hamming distance between the received signal and
the rotated and unrotated M-QAM constellation (Q =
{q0, . . . , qM−1},Q′ = {q′0, . . . , q
′
M−1}) according to the two
following hypotheses:{
H0 : X(d)n ∈ Q ⇒ φ(d)n ∈ E1 ⇒ V (d)n = 0,
H1 : X(d)n ∈ Q′ ⇒ φ(d)n ∈ E2 ⇒ V (d)n = 1.
(10)
At the receiver side, the estimation technique is based
on the MAP decoding algorithm that calculates the likeli-
hood ratio (LR) corresponding to each hypothesisHi, i =
0, 1, with reference to the received symbol Sn. Then, each




0 if LLRn >= 0, n = 0, . . . ,N − 1,
1 else, (11)
where LLRn ≈ minl∈Q |Sn − Hnq′l|2 − minl∈Q′ |Sn −
Hnql|2, withHn is the frequency response of the multipath
channel.
In the next section, we detail our powerful blindmethod
which is an extension of the Blind SLM method con-
ceived to protect the SI. This proposed technique banks
on an adequate embedded signaling that mainly consists
on a specific STBC patterns and a precoding sequences
codebook.
4 Blind PAPR reduction scheme for MIMO-OFDM
systems
The proposed PAPR reduction technique is based on spe-
cific STBC patterns from which we construct precoding
sequences forming a codebook that ensures the role of
an inherent embedded signaling for the MIMO-OFDM
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system. This technique is blind and banks on the SLM
principle. To achieve this objective, first, we start by
explaining the construction of this codebook banking on
the STBC class. Then, we detail the investigated technique
dedicated to reduce the PAPR level. Finally, we illustrate
the processing of estimating the SI.
4.1 Principle of the codebook construction
In order to embed the SI, we define, at the transmitter side,




Seq(1), . . . , Seq(K)
]T
, (12)
where K presents the number of precoding sequence. We
call a precoding sequence a 1 × N2 binary vector which
refers to the way to decode the original data according
to the two different Alamouti codes (Sch0 and Sch1). To
explain more, if Seq(k)n = 0, then the Sch0 will be used to
decode (X2n,X2n+1). Otherwise, we will exploit the other
scheme Sch1. This can be summarized as follows:
We note that the choice of the two used schemes is done
such as:
• First, we kept only the non-equivalent schemas. For
example, for two antennas [25], we can define the























• Then, for each combination (for two antennas we
define six possibilities AB, AC,AD,BC,BD, and CD),
we perform the proposed coded scheme (see Eq. (13))
and calculate the PAPR according to the Eq. (7)).
• Finally, we keep the two schemes that lead to the
minimum PAPR.
In the case of two antennas, we conclude from Fig. 2
where the curves of the complementary cumulative
density function (CCDF) of the PAPR versus its threshold
are plotted. We note that a significant gain around 5 dB
{
if Seq(k)n = 0 ⇒ (X2n,X2n+1), decoded with Sch0,
if Seq(k)n = 1 ⇒ (X2n,X2n+1), decoded with Sch1 , n = 0, . . . , N2 − 1, k = 0, . . .K − 1.
(13)
Fig. 2 CCDFs of the PAPR for different two Alamouti codes (N = 128 and 4-QAM)
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is observed between the combination (AB) and the classi-
cal OFDM scheme for both scenarios, i.e., N = 128 and
4-QAM constellation.
Consequently, through simulation results, we define the
two optimal combined Alamouti codes used in this paper
denoted as combination (AB).













This can be justified by the fact that these two schemes
offer more diversity at the antennas level (see Eq. (14)).
4.2 PAPR reduction algorithm
To reduce the PAPR level, we reiterate the same SLM
methodology as explained in Section 3.3 where the dic-
tionary of the rotation factor in SLM is equivalent, in our
case, to the STBC codebookM as it is showed in Fig. 3.
To explain the proposed PAPR algorithm, we consid-
ered an STBC2 MISO system, where the number of the
transmitter antennas Nt = 2, N = 8, K = 3 and
M =
⎛
⎝ 0 1 1 01 1 0 1








Let X = [X0,X1,X2,X3,X4,XN − 1]T be the transmit-
ted sequence. We recall that each row of M corresponds
to a possible precoding sequence of X that is encoded
into two vectors X(1) and X(2). As we consider Sch0 and
Sch1 previously defined in Eq. (14), then each precoding












X0 −X∗1 . . . X2N−2 −X∗2N−1
X1 X∗0 . . . X2N−1 X∗2N−2
. . .
. . .
X0 X∗1 . . . X2N−2 −X∗2N−2
X1 −X∗0 . . . X∗2N−1 X2N−1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
wherek = 1, . . . ,K .
Then, we kept the precoding sequence Seq(k0) corre-
sponding to the kth0 row of the precoding matrix leading to
the minimum PAPR level according to Eq. (7). Finally, the
proposed precoding technique is detailed in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 PAPR reduction algorithm based on STBC
codebook for Nt  2
Require: K, N, Nt  2 , X.
Define Sch0 , Sch1 andM according to Nt
for k = 0 to K − 1 do
Define X(1) ,. . . , X(Nt) according to Seq(k) (as
explained in Eq. 13)












k0 = arg min
k=0,...,K−1
PAPR(k)
Keep on the precoding sequence Seq(k0).
Regarding the receiver side, we propose an efficient
decision technique based on the MAP estimator to
recover the transmitted sequence X as it will be explained
in the next section.
Fig. 3 Blind technique: transmitter side in the case of STBC2
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4.3 Decoding of the side information k0
In this section, we present the block diagram for the
recovery of the SI index as shown in Fig. 4.
For the rest of the paper, we assume that both the
transmitter and the receiver consider the same code-
book M and that during the recovery process, the chan-
nel state information (CSI) is perfectly known. Let r =
[ r0, . . . , rN−1]T be the received sequence where rn is
defined in Eq. (5) and Rn is the couple of the received
sequences such that
Rn = [r2n, r2n+1]T , n = 0, . . . , N2 − 1. (15)
It is clear that rn is a function of X(i), i = 1, 2, which
depends on the used precoder sequence Seq(k0) and leads
to the minimum value of the PAPR. Subsequently, to effi-
ciently detect the used index, we consider two hypotheses
that arise from the methodology used to define the code-
book M in order to encode the couple (X2n,X2n+1) as
{H0 : (X2n,X2n+1) is encoded according to (Sch0),
H1 : (X2n,X2n+1) is encoded according to (Sch1).
(16)
In the following paragraph, we explain the hard deci-
sion process dedicated to detect the used index k˜0 in an
efficient way.
4.3.1 Hard decision process
The proposed decision technique uses the MAP decod-
ing algorithm that computes the LR corresponding to each
hypothesisHi, i = 0, 1, based on the two received symbol
Rn according to the following expression:
LRn = Pr(H0|Rn)Pr(H1|Rn) , n = 0, . . . ,
N
2 − 1, (17)
where Pr(Hi|Rn) is the a posteriori probability (APP) of
the hypothesisHi, i = 0, 1, based on the received symbol
Rn. Then, using the Bayes’ theorem, the expression of
Pr(Hi|Rn) is as follows:









, n = 0, . . . , N2 − 1. (19)
Furthermore, we deduce from the total probability






Pr(Rn|Hi,X2l,X2l+1), i = 0, 1.
(20)
Since W2n and W2n+1 are assumed to be i.i.d Gaussian
variables, thus we can reformulate the last expression as
follows























Fig. 4 Block diagram of the receiver for the proposed new Blind STBC technique
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and























It results that the quantity LRn can be obtained as









exp(−g(X2l ,X2l+1)) , (23)
where Q = {q0, . . . , qM−1} denotes the set of the consid-
ered constellation, including the M-QAM and the QPSK







|r2l −H(1)2l X2l −H(2)2l X2l+1|2 + |r2l+1









|r2l −H(1)2l X2l −H(2)2l X2l+1|2 + |r2l+1
− H(1)2l X∗2l+1 +H(2)2l X∗2l|2
)
.
Since it is easier to manipulate the Log operator when
dealing with the exponential function, the equivalent LR




















In order to avoid the explicit evaluation of the expo-
nential function and to reduce the complexity, we exploit
the max-log approximation [32]. Using this approxima-
tion, we assume that a single element can be retained in
the numerator and the denominator and which has the





exp(−f (X2l,X2l+1)) ≈ maxX2l ,X2l+1∈Q e
−f (X2l ,X2l+1).
(25)




























Finally, the proposed decision criteria used to estimate
the Seq(k0) components is
Seq(k0) =
{
Seq(k0)n = 1, if MLLRn ≥ 0 n = 0, . . . , N2 −1.
Seq(k0)n = 0, else.
(27)
Besides, as the precoder matrix is known at the receiver
side, then by using the min-max criteria, the index of the




∣∣∣Seq(k) − Seq(k0)∣∣∣ . (28)
Indeed, the hard decision criteria ensures good decision
performance, but when it is close to zero (for low sig-
nal to noise ratio (SNR) values), making a hard decision
based onH0 orH1 could lead to a wrong estimation of the
code vector and subsequently introduce a major decision
error. To resolve this issue, we investigate, in the following
paragraph the soft decision criteria.
4.3.2 Soft decision process
To resolve the issue of very low |LLR|, we define a new
decision in which the estimation of the code vector Seq(k˜)








To deduce the decision metric, we first begin by
defining the closed-form expression of the conditional
probability Pr(Rn|Seq(k)). Since the precoder sequences{
Seq(k)n
}N/2−1
n=0 are by construction assumed to be i.i.d.,










Based on Eq. (30), the index k˜0 can be estimated as

























where Seq(k)n is the complementary of Seq(k)n .
















1 if Seq(k)n = 0,
−1 if Seq(k)n = 1.
n = MLLRn, n = 0, . . . , N2 − 1.
(32)
5 Blind SLM-STBC technique
In this section, we propose a powerful detection pro-
cess denoted as “BSLM-STBC” technique. As it is illus-
trated in Fig. 5, this technique consists on combining
both the STBC precoder codebook M and the set of
rotated and unrotated M-QAM constellations used in
[18]. This embedded signaling enhance the detection pro-
cess described in the Section 4 and also significantly
reduce the PAPR level.
5.1 Embedding the SI into the OFDM symbol
The main steps of the improved algorithm performed at
the transmitter side are summarized according to the fol-
lowing steps. First, we multiply the original data X by







will be encoded according to the
Alamouti codebookM. Finally, the sequence that has the
lowest PAPR is kept and then transmitted.
Compared to the previous situation, we note that the
codebook M is replaced by a (K × N2 ) matrix denotedG, where K present the precoder vector sequences




k=1,...,K , refers to 3 bits where:
1. The first bit indicates if the X2n belongs to the
rotated set i.e., E2 or not i.e., E1. Thus, If Seqn(k) = 0,
then Xϕ2n = X2n.ejϕ1 , ϕ1 ∈ E1, otherwise
Xϕ2n = X2n.ejϕ2,ϕ2 ∈ E2.
2. The second bit indicates if the X2n belongs E2 or E1.
If Seqn+1(k) = 0, then Xϕ2n+1 = X2n+1.ejϕ1 ,ϕ1 ∈ E1,
otherwise Xϕ2n+1 = X2n+1.ejϕ2,ϕ2 ∈ E2.







will be coded by using the scheme
code Sch0. If it is not the case, we consider Sch1.
To simplify the analysis of the proposed technique, we
suggest first to refer to the hard decision metric instead of
the soft one and then we propose the use of an hierarchi-
cal coding scheme at the transmitter side assuming that G
contains only 010 and 101. This is equivalent to transform
the hypothesis of Eq. (16) as
{
Hr0 : if G(i, j) = 010 ⇒ (X2n ∈ E1, X2n+1 ∈ E2) and (Sch0),
Hr1 : if G(i, j) = 101 ⇒ (X2n ∈ E2, X2n+1 ∈ E1) and (Sch1).
Then, for K = 2 and N = 4, the obtained sequences is
described as follows:
Fig. 5 Blind SLM-STBC technique: transmitter side










Cseq(0) = 010 , . . . , 101
X1 = X0e−jϕ1 − X∗1e−jϕ2 , . . . , X3e−jϕ2 X∗4e−jϕ1




Cseq(1) = 100 , . . . , 101
X1 = X0e−jϕ2 − X∗1e−jϕ1 , . . . , X3e−jϕ2 X∗4e−jϕ1
X2 = X1e−jϕ1 X∗0e−jϕ2 , . . . , X4e−jϕ1 − X∗3e−jϕ2
In the following section, we analyze how the actually
transmitted side information index will be estimated.
5.2 Precoder sequence Cseq(k0) estimation
Once the precodermatrix G is defined, in the receiver side,
we reiterate the same reasoning to recover the transmit-
ted signal as in Section 4.1 and where we perform a hard
decision. The decision process will bank on the embedded
signaling defined through the STBC precoders codebook





















where Q = {q0, . . . , qM−1} and Q′ = {q′0, . . . , q
′
M−1} rep-
resent the coordinates of the rotated and the unrotated
constellation points, respectively.










After computing the MLLRn, the estimated vector
Cseq(k0) can be constructed as
Cseq(k0)n =
{
010, if MLLRn >= 0 , n = 0, . . . , N2 − 1,
101, else. .
(35)
In the second step, and as the precoder matrix G is
known at the receiver side, this vector must be mapped
to the closest sequence. Therefore, the index of the con-




∣∣∣Cseq(k) − Cseq(k0)∣∣∣ . (36)
Finally, the transmitted sequence is deduced.
It should be noted that the complexity of our proposed
methods at the receiver side is based mainly on the choice
of the used STBC decoder. In our study, we consider a
conventional decoder, where authors in [33] showed that
the complexity of STBC detection algorithms is equal
to O(NQ), where N denotes the number of subcarriers
and Q denotes the number of transmitted symbols per
STBC block. Thus, since we exploit in our estimation pro-
cess two conventional STBC schemes, we can conclude
that the complexity of our proposed methods is equal to
2 ∗ O(NQ).
6 Simulation results
The performance of the proposed blind methods in
MIMO-OFDM systems is evaluated through simulation
results. These simulations are performed for both the
transmitter and the receiver sides. At the transmitter side,
the performance is evaluated in terms of the CCDF of the
PAPR versus its threshold. At the receiver side, the perfor-
mances are highlighted in terms of the side information
error rate (SIER) that indicates the percentage of failure
detection of the phase sequence and the BER.
6.1 Simulation parameters
In this section, we detailed the simulation parameters
based on three GPP specifications of the downlink LTE
standard [36], as shown in Table1.
Besides, we consider a selective channel where the
assumption of Alamouti decoder is fulfilled, which means
that the channel response will be constant during the
transmission period of Alamouti codeword. To achieve
this assumption, we consider in the simulation, a mobile
speed equal to 10 Km/h, where the variations in time and
in frequency of the used channel are drawn in Fig. 6.
Table 1 Parameters of simulations
Parameters Specifications
MIMO-OFDM system] LTE downlink
Constellation 4, 16−QAM





size of IFFT 256
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Fig. 6 Time-varying channel frequency response (mobile speed = 10 km/h)
6.2 Transmitter side
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
blind methods, we first consider the case of STBC with a
full rate i.e., the rate is set to 1, and then the case of a rate
equal to 34 .
As shown in Fig. 7, we vary the number K of the
used precoder sequences in the STBC matrix denoted by
STBC2. We deduce that when K increases, the PAPR level
decreases. Moreover, for K = 8, we obtain respectively
a gain of 5.5, 3, and 2.5 dB, compared to the classical
Fig. 7 Impact of the size of the STBC preorders codebook on the CCDFs of the uncoded PAPR in the case of 4-QAM and N = 128
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Fig. 8 Performance in terms of PAPR in the case of STBC 34 -rate for 4-QAM and N = 128
Fig. 9 Performance in terms of (uncoding and encoding) PAPR in the case of BSLM-STBC and BSTBC for 4-QAM, K = 8 and N = 256
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Fig. 10 Uncoded soft-BSTBC versus uncoded hard-BSTBC SIER where K = 4 and 4-QAM
Fig. 11 Performance in terms of the uncoded SIER in the case of a Rayleigh fading channel where K = 4, N = 128, and L = 4 for 4-QAM and
16-QAM constellations
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OFDM system, the conventional STBC and the SLM sys-
tem. Using the same reasoning outlined in Section 4 and
considering the schemes of the 34 -rate STBC [23, 24], the
Sch0 and Sch1 can be written as
sch1 =
⎛
⎝ X2n X∗2n+1 X∗2n+2 0X2n+1 −X∗2n 0 X∗2n+2





⎝ X2n −X∗2n+1 −X∗2n+2 0X2n+1 X∗2n 0 −X∗2n+2
X2n+2 0 X∗2n X∗2n+1
⎞
⎠ .
We can observe from Fig. 8 that at a probability equal to
10−4, the Blind 34 -rate STBC method, denoted by STBC3,
reduces the PAPR by 6 and 7 dB when K = 4 and 8,
respectively. Furthermore, the STBC 34 -rate improves the
PAPR reduction compared to the case of STBC2, where we
achieve a gain around 2 dB forK = 2. This gain is obtained
in the case of the STBC3 since the amount of information
is reduced, for each antenna, compared to the STBC2. In
other words, only 34 of data will be sent contrary to STBC2
where all the data is sent.
In Fig. 9, we consider a convolution encoder and a
Viterbi decoder. In this figure, we compared the coded
and the uncoded PAPR in the case of conventional SLM-
STBC and the proposed Blind methods. We notice from
this figure that, both methods, i.e., the encoded and the
uncoded, enhance the performance in terms of PAPR
compared to the conventional OFDM and the method
SLM-STBC described in [17]. In addition, performing
the proposed BSLM-STBC technique improves the PAPR
reduction where the gain is around 0.8 dB for K = 8.
6.3 Receiver side
Figure 10 illustrates the SIER curves for 4-QAM constel-
lation. Clearly, we observe that both the hard and soft
decision processes lead to a good system performance.
Furthermore, the soft decision technique leads to a gain
compared to the hard decision of 3 dB in the case of
N = 256.
In Fig. 11, we present the obtained SIER curves ver-
sus the SNR considering the two proposed decision
techniques, ie., the one using only the hard STBC and
the BSLM-STBC. We conclude that both the hard-
BSTBC and BSLM-STBC decisions processes lead to a
good system performance. Furthermore, the BSLM-STBC
decision technique leads to a significant gain compared
to the hard decision technique. Indeed, in the case of
Rayleigh fading channel of length L = 4, and consider-
ing 4-QAM and 16-QAM constellations, the BSLM-STBC
technique can reach to 2 dB.
Moreover, to evaluate the performance of the
receiver side in terms of BER, first, we consider two
Fig. 12 BER performance comparison: uncoded and encoded (Viterbi) Blind SLM-STBC in the case of Rayleigh fading channel where K = 4,
N = 256, and L = 4
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Fig. 13 BER performance comparison: encoded (Viterbi) and uncoded BSTBC technique in the case of a Rayleigh fading channel where K = 4,
N = 256, and L = 1
cases: the case where we perform a Blind technique
(BSTBC, BSLM-STBC) and the one where the phase
sequence is perfectly known at the receiver side.
Second, we consider a conventional Viterbi decoder
with a rate equal to 12 and a hard decoder at the
receiver side.
Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the performance of BER for
convolution encoder/Viterbi decoder and uncoded Blind
technique in the case of a Rayleigh fading channel where
K = 4 and N = 256 for L = 1 and L = 4, respec-
tively. For the case of QAM constellation, we observe a
good fitting between the uncoded/encoded BSLM-STBC
curves and the perfect uncoded/encoded classical curves.
This proves well that our proposed bind methods lead to a
performance which is quasi-identical to the ordinary one
with perfectly known SI. Finally, we notice that using the
Viterbi decoder at the receiver side enhance the perfor-
mance in terms of BER, where we obtain 4 dB of a gain in
the case of 4-QAM and L = 1.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate an efficient PAPR reduction
technique dedicated to the MIMO-OFDM systems using
STBC precoders codebook. The main feature of our
proposed method is to induce an embedded signaling
through the advanced precoders codebook. This form of
signaling leads to a powerful recovery of the transmit-
ted signal and guarantees a very low failure decision rate.
To further improve the decision process, we proposed
an additional embedded signaling that consists of a set
of rotated and unrotated QAM constellations. Indeed,
when this latter is used in the decision process (using
a hard decision deduced from a Max-Log-MAP decod-
ing), it improves the MIMO-OFDM system performances
in terms of the CCDF, PAPR, SIER, and BER. The work
perspective will be devoted to the applicability of our pro-
posed technique in the spectrum sensing case for the
cognitive radio systems.
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